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Abstrat. Multi-label deision proedures are the target of the super-
vised learning algorithm we propose in this paper. Multi-label deision
proedures map examples to a nite set of labels. Our learning algorithm
extends Shapire and Singer's Adaboost.MH and produes sets of rules
that an be viewed as trees like Alternating Deision Trees (invented
by Freund and Mason). Experiments show that we take advantage of
both performane and readability using boosting tehniques as well as
tree representations of large set of rules. Moreover, a key feature of our
algorithm is the ability to handle heterogenous input data: disrete and
ontinuous values and text data.
Keywords : boosting - alternating de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1 Introdution
When a patient spends more than 3 days in enter X, measures of albu-
minuri as well as proteinuri are made. But if the patient is in enter Y,
then only measures of albuminuri are made.
These sentenes an be viewed as a multi-label lassiation proedure be-
ause more than one label among falbuminuri ; proteinurig may be assigned to a
given desription of a situation. That is to say we are faed a ategorization task
for whih the ategories are not mutually exlusive. This work is originally mo-
tivated by a pratial problem in mediine where eah patient may be desribed
by ontinuous-valued attributes (e.g. measures), nominal attributes (e.g. sex,
smoker,. . . ) and text data (e.g. desriptions, omments,. . . ). It was important
to produe rules that an be interpreted by physiians and also rules that re-
veal orrelations between labels preditions. These requirements have lead to the
realization of the algorithm presented in this paper
1
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The algorithm and a graphial user interfae are available from http://www.grappa.
univ-lille3.fr/grappa/index.php3?info=logiiels
Multi-label lassiation problems are ubiquitous in real world problems.
Learning algorithms that an hold multi-label problems are therefore valuable.
Of ourse there are many strategies to apply a ombination of many binary las-
siers to solve multi-label problems ([ASS00℄). But most of them ignore orrela-
tions between the dierent labels. AdaBoost:MH algorithm proposed by Shapire
and Singer ([SS00℄) eÆiently handles multi-label problems. For a given exam-
ple, it also provides a real value as an outome for eah label. For pratial
appliations, these values are important beause they an be interpreted as a
ondene rate about the deision for the onsidered label. AdaBoost:MH im-
plements boosting tehniques that are theoretially proved to transform a weak
learner | alled base lassier | into a strong one. The main idea of boost-
ing is to ombine many simple and moderately inaurate rules built by the
base lassier into a single highly aurate rule. The ombination is a weighted
majority vote over all simple rules. Boosting has been extensively studied and
many authors have shown that it performs well on standard mahine learning
tasks ([Bre98℄, [FS96℄ [FS97℄). Unfortunately, as pointed by Freund and Mason
an others authors, the rule ultimately produed by a boosting algorithm may be
diÆult to understand and to interpret.
In [FM99℄, Freund andMason introdue Alternating Deision Trees (ADTrees).
The motivation of Freund and Mason was to obtain intelligible lassiation
models when applying boosting methods. ADTrees are lassiation models in-
spired by both deision trees and option trees ([KK97℄). ADTrees provide a sym-
boli representation of a lassiation proedure and give together with lassi-
ation a measure of ondene. Freund and Mason also propose an alternating
deision tree learning algorithm alled ADTBoost in [FM99℄. ADTBoost algo-
rithm originates from two ideas: rst, deision tree learning algorithms may be
analyzed as boosting algorithms (see [DKM96℄, [KM96℄); seond, boosting algo-
rithms ould be used beause ADTrees generalize both voted deision stumps
and voted deision trees. Reently, the ADTree formalism has been extended to
the multilass ase ([HPK
+
02℄).
We propose in this paper to extend ADTrees formalism to handle multi-
label deision proedure. Deision proedures are learned from data desribed
by nominal, ontinuous and text data. Our algorithm an be understood as an
extension of AdaBoost:MH that permits a better readability of the lassiation
rule ultimately produed as well as an extension to ADTBoost in order to han-
dle multi-label lassiation problems. The multi-label ADTree formalism gives
an intelligible set of rules viewable as a tree. Moreover, rules allow to ombine
atomi tests. In our implementation, we an handle test on (ontinuous or dis-
rete) tabular data as well as tests on text data. This is partiularly valuable
in mediine where desriptions of patients ombine diagnosti analysis, om-
ments, dosages, measures, and so on. For instane, a rule an be built on both
temperature and diagnosti, if temperature > 37.5 and diagnosti ontains \Car-
diovasular" then .... This kind of ombination in a unique rule is not onsidered
by others algorithms like Boostexter whih implements AdaBoost:MH. We expet
the algorithm to nd more onise set of rules thanks to suh ombinations. We
are onvined that rules with several tests in their premises provide useful in-
formations that an be interpreted by experts. In this paper, we only present
results on freely available data sets. We ompare our algorithm ADTBoost:MH
with AdaBoost:MH on two data sets: the reuters olletion and a new data set
built from news artiles
2
.
In Setion 2, we dene multi-label problems and we reall AdaBoost:MH's
funtioning. Alternating Deision Trees are presented in Setion 3. We dene
multi-label ADTrees whih generalize ADTrees to the multi-label ase in Setion
4. An example is given in Figure 3. A Multi-label ADTree is an easily readable
representation of both dierent ADTrees (one ADTree per label) and of many de-
ision stumps (one per boosting round). We propose a multi-label ADTree learn-
ing algorithm ADTboost:MH based on both ADTboost and Adaboost:MH [SS98℄.
Experiments are given in Setion 5. They show that our algorithm reahes the
performane of well tuned algorithms like Boostexter.
2 Boosting and Multi-label Problems
Most of supervised learning algorithms deal with binary or multilass lassia-
tion tasks. In suh a ase, an instane belongs to one lass and the goal of learning
algorithms is to nd an hypothesis whih minimizes the probability that an in-
stane is mislassied by the hypothesis. Even when a learning algorithm do not
apply to the multilass ase, there exist several methods that an ombine binary
deision proedures in order to solve multilass problems ([DB95℄, [ASS00℄). In
this paper, we onsider the more general problem, alled multi-label lassiation
problem, in whih an example may belong to any number of lasses. Formally,
let X be the universe and let us onsider a set of labels Y = f1; : : : ; kg. The
goal is to nd with input a sample S = f(x
i
; Y
i
) j x
i
2 X ; Y
i
 Y ; 1  i  mg
an hypothesis h : X 7! 2
Y
with low error. It is unlear to dene the error in
the multi-label ase beause dierent denitions are possible, depending on the
appliation we are faed with. In this paper, we only onsider the Hamming
error.
Hamming error: The goal is to predit the set of labels assoiated with an
example. Therefore, one takes into aount predition errors (an inorret label
is predited) and missing errors (a label is not predited). Let us onsider a
target funtion  : X 7! 2
Y
and an hypothesis h : X 7! 2
Y
, the Hamming error
of h is dened by:
E
H
(h) =
1
k
k
X
l=1
D(fx 2 X j (l 2 h(x) ^ l 62 (x)) _ (l 62 h(x) ^ l 2 (x))g): (1)
2
Data sets and perl sripts are available on http://www.grappa.univ-lille3.fr/
reherhe/datasets.
The fator
1
k
normalizes the error in the interval [0; 1℄. The training error over
a sample S is:
E
H
(h; S) =
1
km
X
i;l
(k (l 2 h(x
i
) ^ l 62 Y
i
k + k l 62 h(x
i
) ^ l 2 Y
i
k) (2)
where k a k equals 1 if a holds and 0 otherwise.
In the rest of the paper, we will onsider learning algorithms that output map-
pings h from X Y into R. The real value h(x; l) an be viewed as a predition
value for the label l for the instane x. Given h, we dene a multi-label interpreta-
tion h
m
of h: h
m
is a mapping X ! 2
Y
suh that h
m
(x) = fl 2 Y j h(x; l) > 0g.
AdaBoost:MH
Shapire and Singer introdue AdaBoost:MH in [SS00℄. Originally, the algorithm
supposes a weak learner from X  Y to R. In this setion we fous on boosting
deision stumps. We are given a set of onditions C. Weak hypotheses are there-
fore rules of the form if  then (a
l
)
l2Y
else (b
l
)
l2Y
where  2 C and a
l
; b
l
are real
values for eah label l. Weak hypotheses therefore make their preditions based
on a partitioning of the domain X .
The AdaBoost:MH learning algorithm is given in Algorithm 1. Multi-label
data are rstly transformed into binary data. Given a set of labels Y  Y , let
us dene Y [l℄ to be +1 if l 2 Y and to be  1 if l 62 Y . Given an input sample
of m examples, the main idea is to replae eah training example (x
i
; Y
i
) by k
examples ((x
i
; l); Y
i
[l℄) for l 2 Y . AdaBoost:MH maintains a distribution over
X Y . It re-weights the sample at eah boosting step. Basially, examples that
were mislassied by the hypothesis in the previous round have an higher weight
in the urrent round. It is proved in [SS98℄ that the normalization fator Z
t
indued by the re-weighting realizes a bound on the empirial Hamming loss
of the urrent hypothesis. Therefore, this bound is used to guide the hoie of
the weak hypothesis at eah step. AdaBoost:MH tries to minimize error while
minimizing the normalization fator denoted by Z
t
at eah step.
Let us denote W
l
+
() (resp. W
l
 
()) the sum of weights of the positive (resp.
negative) examples that satises ondition  and have label l.
W
l
+
() =
i=m
X
i=1
D
t
(i; l) k x
i
satises  ^ Y
i
[l℄ = +1 k
W
l
 
() =
i=m
X
i=1
D
t
(i; l) k x
i
satises  ^ Y
i
[l℄ =  1 k
Therefore, one an prove analytially that the the best predition values a
l
and b
l
whih minimize Z
t
at eah step are:
a
l
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+
()
W
l
 
()
; b
l
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+
()
W
l
 
()
(3)
leading to a normalization fator Z
t
:
Z
t
() = 2
l=k
X
l=1
q
W
l
+
()W
l
 
() (4)
Algorithm 1 AdaBoost:MH(T ) where T is the number of boosting rounds
Input: a sample S = f(x
1
; Y
1
); : : : ; (x
m
; Y
m
) j x
i
2 X ; Y
i
 Y = f1; : : : ; kgg; C is a set
of base onditions
1: Transform S into S
k
= f((x
i
; l); Y
i
[l℄) j 1  i  m; l 2 Yg  (X Y) f 1;+1g
2: Initialize the weights: 1  i  m, l 2 Y, w
1
(i; l) = 1
3: for t = 1..T do
4: hoose  whih minimize Z
t
() aording to Equation 4
5: build the rule r
t
: if  then
1
2
ln
W
l
+
()
W
l
 
()
else
1
2
ln
W
l
+
()
W
l
 
()
6: Update weights : w
t+1
(i; l) = w
t
(i; l)e
 Y
i
[l℄r
t
(x
i
;l)
7: end for
Output: f(x; l) =
P
T
t=1
r
t
(x; l).
3 Alternating Deision Trees
Alternating Deision Trees (ADTrees) are introdued by Freund and Mason
in [FM99℄. They are similar to option trees developed by Kohavi et al [KK97℄.
An important motivation of Freund and Mason was to obtain intelligible las-
siation models when applying boosting methods. Alternating deision trees
ontain splitter nodes and predition nodes. A splitter node is assoiated with a
test, a predition node is assoiated with a real value. An example of ADTree
is given in Figure 1. It is omposed of four splitter nodes and nine predition
nodes. An instane denes a set of paths in an ADTree. The lassiation whih
is assoiated with an instane is the sign of the sum of the preditions along
the paths in the set dened by this instane. Consider the ADTree in Figure 1
and the instane x = (olor = red; year = 1989; : : :), the sum of preditions
is +0:2 + 0:2 + 0:6 + 0:4 + 0:6 = +2, thus the lassiation is +1 with high
ondene. For the instane x = (olor = red; year = 1999; : : :), the sum of pre-
ditions is +0:4 and the lassiation is +1 with low ondene. For the instane
x = (olor = white; year = 1999; : : :), the sum of preditions is  0:7 and the
lassiation is  1 with medium ondene.
ADTree depited in Fig. 1 an also be viewed as onsisting of a root predition
node and four units of three nodes eah. Eah unit is a deision rule and is
omposed of a splitter node and two predition nodes that are its hildren. It
is easy to give another desription of ADTrees using sets of rules. For instane,
the ADTree in Figure 1 is desribed by the set of rules:
year < 1998 colour = white
Y NY N
year > 1995colour = red
Y NY N
+0.2
+0.2 −0.4 −0.5 +0.6
+0.4−0.2−0.1+0.6
Fig. 1. an example of ADTree; bold predition nodes dene the set of nodes assoiated
with the instane x = (olor = red; year = 1989; : : :)
If TRUE then (if TRUE then +0.2 else 0 ) else 0
If TRUE then (if year < 1998 then +0.2 else -0.4 ) else 0
If year < 1998 then (if olour = red then +0.6 else -0.1 ) else 0
If year < 1998 then (if year > 1995 then -0.2 else +0.4 ) else 0
If TRUE then (if olour = white then -0.5 else +0.6 ) else 0
ADTBoost
Rules in an ADTree are similar to deision stumps. Consequently, one an apply
boosting methods in order to design an ADTree learning algorithm. The algo-
rithm proposed by Freund and Mason [FM99℄ is based on this idea. It relies
on Shapire and Singer [SS98℄ study of boosting methods. A rule in an ADTree
denes a partition of the instane spae into three bloks dened by C
1
^ 
2
,
C
1
^ :
2
and :C
1
. Following this observation, Freund and Mason apply a vari-
ant of Adaboost proposed in [SS98℄ for domain-partitioning weak hypotheses.
Basially, the learning algorithm builds an ADTree with a top down strategy.
At every boosting step, it selets and adds a new rule or equivalently a new unit
onsisting of a splitter node and two predition nodes. Contrary to the ase of
deision trees, the reader should note that a new rule an be added below any
predition node in the urrent ADTree.
Freund and Mason's algorithm ADTboost is given as Algorithm 2. Similarly
to Adaboost algorithm, ADTboost updates weights at eah step (line 8). The
quantity Z
t
(C
1
; 
2
) is a normalization oeÆient. It is dened by
Z
t
(C
1
; 
2
) = 2

p
W
+
(C
1
^ 
2
)W
 
(C
1
^ 
2
) +
p
W
+
(C
1
^ :
2
)W
+
(C
1
^ :
2
)

+W (:C
1
) (5)
where W
+
(C) (resp. W
 
(C)) is the sum of the weights of the positive (resp.
negative) examples that satisfy ondition C. It has been shown that the produt
of all suh oeÆients gives an upper bound of the training error. Therefore,
ADTboost selets a preondition C
1
and a ondition 
2
that minimize Z
t
(C
1
; 
2
)
(line 5) in order to minimize the training error. The predition values a and b
(line 6) are hosen aording to results in [SS98℄.
ADTboost is ompetitive with boosting deision tree learning algorithms suh
as C5+ Boost. Moreover, the size of the ADTree generated by ADTboost is often
smaller than the model generated by other methods. These two points have
strongly motivated our hoies although ADTboost suers from some drawbaks
e.g. the hoie of the number of boosting rounds is diÆult and overtting ours.
We disuss these problems in the onlusion.
Algorithm 2 ADTboost(T ) where T is the number of boosting rounds
Input: a sample S = f(x
1
; y
1
); : : : ; (x
m
; y
m
) j x
i
2 X ; y
i
2 f 1;+1gg; a set of base
onditions C.
1: Initialize the weights: 1  i  m, w
i;1
= 1
2: Initialize the ADTree: R
1
= fr
1
: (if T then (if T then
1
2
ln
W
+
(T )
W
 
(T )
) else 0) else 0)g
3: Initialize the set of preonditions: P
1
= fT g
4: for t = 1..T do
5: Choose C
1
2 P
t
and 
2
2 C whih minimize Z
t
(C
1
; 
2
) aording to Equation 5
6: R
t+1
= R
t
[ fr
t+1
: (if C
1
then (if 
2
then
1
2
ln
W
+
(C
1
^
2
)
W
 
(C
1
^
2
)
) else
1
2
ln
W
+
(C
1
^:
2
)
W
 
(C
1
^:
2
)
)
else 0)g
7: P
t+1
= P
t
[ fC
1
^ 
2
; C
1
^ :
2
g
8: update weights: w
i;t+1
(i) = w
i;t
(i)e
 y
i
r
t
(x
i
)
9: end for
Output: ADTree R
T+1
4 Multi-label Alternating Deision Trees
Multi-label ADTrees
We generalize ADTrees to the ase of multi-label problems. A predition node is
now assoiated with a set of real values, one for eah label. An example of suh
an ADTree is given in Figure 3.
Let X be the universe, the onjuntion is denoted by ^, the negation is
denoted by :, and let T be the True ondition. Let (0)
l2Y
be a vetor of l zeros.
Denition 1. Let C be a set of base onditions where a base ondition is a
boolean prediate over instanes. A preondition is a onjuntion of base on-
ditions and negations of base onditions. A rule in an ADTree is dened by a
preondition C
1
, a ondition 
2
and two vetors of real numbers (a
l
)
l2Y
and
(b
l
)
l2Y
:
if C
1
then (if 
2
then (a
l
)
l2Y
else (b
l
)
l2Y
) else (0)
l2Y
,
A multi-label alternating deision tree (multi-label ADTree) is a set R of suh
rules satisfying properties (i) and (ii):
(i) the set R must inlude an initial rule for whih the preondition C
1
is T ,
the ondition 
2
is T , and b equals (0)
l2Y
;
(ii) whenever the set R ontains a rule with a preondition C
0
1
, R also ontains
another rule with preondition C
1
and there is a base ondition 
2
suh that
either C
0
1
= C
1
^ 
2
or C
0
1
= C
1
^ :
2
.
A multi-label ADTree maps eah instane to a vetor of real number in the
following way:
Denition 2. A rule r: if C
1
then (if 
2
then (a
l
)
l2Y
else (b
l
)
l2Y
) else (0)
l2Y
assoiates a real value r(x; l) with any (x; l) 2 XY. If (x; l) satises C = C
1
^
2
then r(x; l) equals a
l
; if (x; l) satises C = C
1
^ :
2
then r(x; l) equals b
l
;
otherwise, r(x; l) equals 0.
An ADTree R = fr
i
g
i2I
assoiates a predition value R(x; l) =
P
i2I
r
i
(x; l)
with any (x; l) 2 X Y. A multi-label lassiation hypothesis is assoiated with
H dened by H(x; l) = sign(R(x; l)) and the real number jR(x; l)j is interpreted
as the ondene assigned to H(x; l), i.e. the ondene assigned to the label l
for the instane x.
ADTBoost:MH
Our multi-label alternating deision tree learning algorithm is derived from both
ADTboost and AdaBoost:MH algorithms. Following [SS98℄, we now make preise
the alulation of the predition values and the value of the normalization fator
Z
t
(C
1
; 
2
). The reader should note that we onsider partitions over X  Y .
On round t, let us denote the urrent distribution over X  Y by D
t
, and
let us onsider W
l
+
(C) (resp. W
l
 
(C)) as the sum of the weights of the positive
(resp. negative) examples that satisfy ondition C and have label l:
W
l
+
(C) =
i=m
X
i=1
D
t
(i; l) k x
i
satises C ^ Y
i
[l℄ = +1 k
W
l
 
(C) =
i=m
X
i=1
D
t
(i; l) k x
i
satises C ^ Y
i
[l℄ =  1 k
W
l
(C) =
i=m
X
i=1
D
t
(i; l) k x
i
satises C k
It is easy to prove that the normalization fator Z
t
and the best predition
values a
l
and b
l
are:
al
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+
(C
1
^ 
2
)
W
l
 
(C
1
^ 
2
)
; b
l
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+
(C
1
^ :
2
)
W
l
 
(C
1
^ :
2
)
(6)
Z
t
(C
1
; 
2
) = 2
l=k
X
l=1

q
W
l
+
(C
1
^ 
2
)W
l
 
(C
1
^ 
2
) +
q
W
l
+
(C
1
^ :
2
)W
l
 
(C
1
^ :
2
)

+W (:C
1
) (7)
The algorithm ADTboost:MH is given as Algorithm 3. In order to avoid ex-
trem values for ondene values, we use the following formulas:
a
l
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+1
(C
1
^ 
2
) + 
W
l
 1
(C
1
^ 
2
) + 
; b
l
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+1
(C
1
^ :
2
) + 
W
l
 1
(C
1
^ :
2
) + 
(8)
with  =
1
2mk
.
Algorithm 3 ADTboost:MH(T ) where T is the number of boosting rounds
Input: a sample S = f(x
1
; Y
1
); : : : ; (x
m
; Y
m
) j x
i
2 X ; Y
i
 Y = f1; : : : ; kgg; C is a set
of base onditions
1: Transform S into S
k
= f((x
i
; l); Y
i
[l℄) j 1  i  m; l 2 Yg  (X Y) f 1;+1g
2: Initialize the weights: 1  i  m, l 2 Y, w
1
(i; l) = 1
3: Initialize the multi-label ADTree:
R
1
= fr
1
: (if T then (if T then (a
l
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+
(T )
W
l
 
(T )
)
l2Y
) else (b
l
= 0)
l2Y
) else 0)g.
4: Initialize the set of preonditions: P
1
= fT g.
5: for t = 1..T do
6: hoose C
1
2 P
t
and 
2
2 C whih minimize Z
t
(C
1
; 
2
) aording to Equation 7
7: R
t+1
= R
t
[ fr
t+1
: (if C
1
then (if 
2
then (a
l
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+
(C
1
^
2
)
W
l
 
(C
1
^
2
)
)
l2Y
) else (b
l
=
1
2
ln
W
l
+
(C
1
^:
2
)
W
l
 
(C
1
^:
2
)
)
l2Y
) else 0)g
8: P
t+1
= P
t
[ fC
1
^ 
2
; C
1
^ :
2
g
9: Update weights : w
t+1
(i; l) = w
t
(i; l)e
 Y
i
[l℄r
t
(x
i
;l)
10: end for
Output: multi-label ADTree R
T+1
Relations with other formalisms
Multi-label ADTrees trivially extends several ommon formalisms in mahine
learning.
Voted deision stumps produed for instane by AdaBoost:MH presented as Al-
gorithm 1 are obviously multi-label ADTrees where eah rule has T as a pre-
ondition. These \at" multi-label ADTrees an be the output of ADTBoost:MH
if we impose a very simple ontrol. Line 6 of Algorithm 3, we hoose 
2
in C
whih minimize Z
t
(T ; 
2
) aording to Equation 7. Thus, AdaBoost:MH an be
onsidered as a parameterization of ADTBoost:MH.
(Multi-label) deision trees. A (multi-label) deision tree is an ADTree with the
following restritions: any inner predition node ontains 0; there is at most one
splitter node below every predition node; predition nodes at a leaf position
ontain values that an be interpreted as lasses (using for instane the sign
funtion in the binary ase).
Weighted vote of (Multi-label) deision trees. Voted deision trees t
1
; : : : ; t
k
as-
soiated with weights w
1
; : : : ; w
k
are also simply transformed into ADTrees. One
needs to add predition nodes ontaining the weight w
i
at every leaf of the tree
t
i
and graft all trees at the root of an ADTree.
5 Experiments
In this setion, we desribe the experiments we ondut with ADTBoost:MH.
We mainly argue that we an obtain both aurate and readable lassiers over
tabular and text data using multi-label alternating deision trees.
Implementation
Our implementation of ADTBoost:MH supports items desriptions that inlude
disrete attributes, ontinuous attributes and texts. In the ase of a disrete
attribute A whose domain is fv
1
; : : : ; v
n
g, the set of base onditions are binary
onditions of the form A = v
i
, A 6= v
i
. In the ase of a ontinuous attribute A, we
onsider binary onditions of the form A < v
i
. Finally, in the ase of text-valued
attributes over a voabulary V , base onditions are of the form m ours in A
where m belongs to V .
Missing values are handled in ADTBoost:MH as in Quinlan's C4.5 software
([Qui93℄). Let us onsider an ADTree R, a position p in R assoiated with on-
dition  based on an attribute A and an instane for whih the value of A is
missing. We estimate probabilities for the assertions  to be true or false, based
on the observation of the training set. The obtained values are assigned to the
missing value of this instane and then propagated below p.
Data sets
The Reuters olletion is the most ommonly-used olletion for text lassia-
tion. We use a formatted version of Reuters version 2 (also alled Reuters-21450)
prepared by Y. Yang and olleagues
3
. Douments are labeled to belong to at least
one of the 135 possible ategories. A \sub-ategory" relation governs ategories.
3
available at http://mosow.mt.s.mu.edu:8081/reuters 21450/par/
Nine of them onstitute the top level of this hierarhy. Beause most of the
artiles in the whole Reuters data set belong to exatly one ategory, in the ex-
periments we selet ategories and artiles for whih overlaps between ategories
are more signiant.
News olletion We prepare a new data set from newsgroups arhives in order
to build a multilabel lassiation problem where ases are desribed by texts,
ontinuous and nominal values. We obtain from ftp://ftp.s.mu.edu/user/
ai/pubs/news/omp.ai/ news artiles posted in the omp.ai newsgroup in july
1997. Some artiles in this forum have been ross posted in several newsgroups.
The lassiation task onsists in nding in whih newsgroup a news has been
ross posted.
Eah news is desribed by seven attributes. Two of them are textual data:
the subjet and the text of the news. Four attributes are ontinuous (natural
numbers): the number of lines in the text of the news, the number of refer-
enes (that is the number of parents in the thread disussion), the number of
apitalized words and the number of words in the text of the news. One at-
tribute is disrete: the top level domain of sender's email address. We have
droped small words, less than three letters, and non purely alphabeti words (e.g.
R2D2)
4
. There are 524 artiles and we keep only the ve most frequent ross
posted newsgroups as labels. The ve newsgroups are: mis.writing (61 posts),
si.spae.shuttle (68 posts), si.ognitive (70 posts), re.arts.sf.written (70 posts)
and omp.ai.philosophy (73 posts). Only 171 artiles were ross posted to at least
one of these ve newsgroups (60 in one, 51 in two, 60 in three).
Results
We rst train our algorithm on the Reuters dataset in order to evaluate it against
Boostexter (Available implementation of AdaBoost:MH
5
). Reuters dataset on-
sists in a train set and a test set. But following the protool explained in [SS00℄,
we merge these two sets and we foused on the nine topis onstituting the top
hierarhy. We then selet the subsets of the k lasses with the largest number
of artiles for k = 3 : : : 9. Results were omputed on a 3-fold ross-validation.
The number of boosting steps being set to 30. We report in table 1 one-error,
overage and average preision for Boostexter and ADTBoost:MH.
In the news lassiation problem, ranks of labels are less relevant. We only
report the hamming error. Our algorithm ADTBoost:MH builds rules that may
have large preonditions. This feature allows to partition the spae in a very ne
way and the training error an derease very quikly. This an be observed on
the news data set. After 30 boosting steps, the training error is 0 for the model
generated by ADTBoost:MH. This is ahieved by Boostexter after 230 boosting
steps. On the one hand, smaller models an be generated by ADTBoost:MH. On
4
Data sets and perl sripts are available on http://www.grappa.univ-lille3.fr/
reherhe/datasets.
5
http://www.s.prineton.edu/~shapire/boostexter.html
ADTree Boostexter
k Error Cover Pre Error Cover Pre
3 6.01% 0.07 0.97 6.48% 0.08 0.97
4 7.03% 0.10 0.96 7.93% 0.11 0.96
5 8.31% 0.12 0.95 8.99% 0.14 0.95
6 12.70% 0.24 0.92 12.34% 0.24 0.92
7 14.72% 0.31 0.91 14.32% 0.30 0.91
8 16.01% 0.34 0.91 15.90% 0.35 0.90
9 16.77% 0.40 0.89 16.60% 0.39 0.89
Table 1. Comparing Boostexter and ADTree on the Reuters data set. The number k
is the number of labels in the multi-label lassiation problem.
the other hand, both ADTBoost:MH and ADTBoost tend to overspeialize and
this phenomenon seems to our more quikly for ADTBoost:MH.
Table 2 reports the hamming error on the ross posted news data set om-
puted with a ten-fold ross validation. Note that the hamming error of the pro-
edure that assoiate the empty set of label to eah ase is 0.306.
Boosting steps ADTBoost:MH Boostexter
10 0.024 0.022
30 0.023 0.019
50 0.017 0.017
100 0.017 0.014
Table 2. Hamming error of ADTBoost:MH and Boostexter on the ross posted news
data set.
Figure 2 shows an example of rules produed by ADTBoost:MH on this data
set and its graphial representation is depited in Fig. 3. Both representations
allow to interpret the model generated by ADTBoost:MH. For instane, aord-
ing to the weights omputed in the ve rst rules, one may say that when an
artile is ross posted in si.spae.shuttle it is not in si.ognitive. On the on-
trary re.arts.sf.written seems to be orrelated with si.spae.shuttle. Below is
an example of a rule with onditions that mix tests over textual data and tests
over ontinuous data.
If subjet (not ontains Birthday) and (subjet not ontains Clarke)
and (subjet not ontains Serets)
Class : mis_w si_sp si_o omp_a re_ar
If #lines >= 22.50 then -0.37 -3.24 0.24 0.17 0.08
If #lines < 22.50 then -0.12 -2.88 -3.51 -0.41 -5.07
Else 0
Rule 0
if TRUE
Class : mis_w si_sp si_o omp_a re_ar
If TRUE then -1.01 -0.95 -0.93 -0.91 -0.93
Else 0
-------------------------
Rule 1
if TRUE
Class : mis_w si_sp si_o omp_a re_ar
If subjet Contains Birthday then 1.71 1.50 -6.35 -6.35 1.71
If subjet not ontains Birthday then -7.35 -2.02 -0.86 -0.84 -1.96
Else 0
-------------------------
Rule 2
If subjet not ontains Birthday
Class : mis_w si_sp si_o omp_a re_ar
If subjet Contains Emotional then -2.93 -5.59 7.03 2.65 -5.62
If subjet not ontains Emotional then -4.12 0.05 -0.41 -0.37 0.05
Else 0
-------------------------
Rule 3
If subjet not ontains Birthday
Class : mis_w si_sp si_o omp_a re_ar
If subjet Contains Clarke then -0.46 6.92 -5.30 -5.33 6.89
If subjet not ontains Clarke then -2.31 -6.92 0.01 0.01 -1.10
Else 0
-------------------------
Rule 4
If subjet not ontains Birthday
If subjet not ontains Clarke
Class : mis_w si_sp si_o omp_a re_ar
If subjet Contains Serets then -0.17 -1.99 2.61 -5.83 -4.92
If subjet not ontains Serets then -1.32 -3.59 -0.33 0.02 0.02
Else 0
Fig. 2. Output of ADTBoost:MH on the news data set
misc_writing=-1.013 (61.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=-0.951 (68.00)
 sci_cognitive=-0.935 (70.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=-0.911 (73.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=-0.935 (70.00)
 (items : 524)
sujet
 (items : 524.00)
Rule 1
misc_writing=1.709 (61.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=1.498 (60.00)
 sci_cognitive=-6.354 (0.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=-6.354 (0.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=1.709 (61.00)
 (items : 63.00)
Contains  Birthday
misc_writing=-7.349 (0.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=-2.018 (8.00)
 sci_cognitive=-0.860 (70.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=-0.835 (73.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=-1.958 (9.00)
 (items : 461.00)
 Contains no  Birthday
sujet
 (items : 461.00)
Rule 2
sujet
 (items : 461.00)
Rule 3
misc_writing=-2.929 (0.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=-5.593 (0.00)
 sci_cognitive=7.032 (39.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=2.654 (38.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=-5.623 (0.00)
 (items : 39.00)
Contains  Emotional
misc_writing=-4.118 (0.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=0.045 (8.00)
 sci_cognitive=-0.407 (31.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=-0.366 (35.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=0.045 (9.00)
 (items : 422.00)
 Contains no  Emotional
misc_writing=-0.455 (0.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=6.918 (8.00)
 sci_cognitive=-5.298 (0.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=-5.331 (0.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=6.888 (8.00)
 (items : 8.00)
Contains  Clarke
misc_writing=-2.311 (0.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=-6.918 (0.00)
 sci_cognitive=0.011 (70.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=0.010 (73.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=-1.099 (1.00)
 (items : 453.00)
 Contains no  Clarke
sujet
 (items : 453.00)
Rule 4
misc_writing=-0.168 (0.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=-1.992 (0.00)
 sci_cognitive=2.611 (15.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=-5.833 (0.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=-4.923 (0.00)
 (items : 16.00)
Contains  Secrets
misc_writing=-1.323 (0.00)
 sci_space_shuttle=-3.590 (0.00)
 sci_cognitive=-0.329 (55.00)
 comp_ai_philosophy=0.020 (73.00)
 rec_arts_sf_written=0.020 (1.00)
 (items : 437.00)
 Contains no  Secrets
F
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6 Conlusion
We have proposed a learning algorithm ADTBoost:MH that an handle multi-label
problems and produe intelligible models. It is based on boosting methods and seems
to reah the performane of well tuned algorithms like AdaBoost:MH. Further works
onern a loser analysis of the overspeialization phenomenon.
The number of rules in a multi-label ADTree is related to the number of boosting
rounds in boosting algorithms like AdaBoost:MH. Readability of multi-label ADTree
is learly altered when the number of rules beomes large. But, this possibly large
set of rules depited as a tree omes with weights and with an ordering that permits
\stratied" interpretations. Indeed, due to the algorithmi bias in the algorithm, rules
that are rstly generated ontribute to redue the most the training error. Nonetheless,
navigation tools and high quality user interfaes should be built to improve readability.
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